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Abstract 

The object of the presentation is the modeling of traffic on very large networks, with emphasis on 
multimodal vehicular traffic. The various modes which we consider are modes using the road 
infrastructure: ordinary vehicles, taxis, demand responsive transportation, electric vehicles, autolib, 
buses. The main approach which will be discussed in the talk is the GSOM family of models. GSOM 
models combine three elements: conservation of traffic, fundamental diagram and dynamics of 
driver attributes. It will be shown that GSOM models encompass a large fraction of current 
macroscopic models, that they are apt to describe many complex flows and situations, and that they 
can accommodate stochastic perturbations in a natural way. This last property is useful in order to 
treat question of model identification. The main properties of the GSOM model with respect to 
network modeling will be described: boundary conditions, intersection modeling, discretization. It 
will also be shown that the lagrangian version of the GSOM model is compatible with a variational 
principle which allows easy assimilation of lagrangian data (trajectories). Further modeling issues 
which will be addressed in the presentation include the combination of GSOM models with models 
which describe specifically dense networks at a low degree of precision. Such models are useful 
because it is very difficult to obtain sufficient traffic data for dense networks, even in the context of 
floating vehicle or GPS data collection. Models for dense networks are typically of a bidimensional 
nature and the question of interfacing such models with GSOM models will be addressed. 

  


